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FMCG Survey - The Beer Industry
For the past two months we have been surveying a host of professionals across the UK beer 
business to see where the biggest challenges and opportunities lie in the industry.

Challenges 

We invited all the participants to tell us what they thought the main challenges for the beer 
industry were over the next 12 months. 

There were two responses that stood out from the rest as the main challenges for the sector – 
the increasing number of products in the market and a perceived worry over on-trade sales. 

64% think that the beer industry is an over-crowded marketplace

Since the 2002 Progressive Beer Duty legislation the number of UK breweries has risen to over 
1400. New craft beers like Meantime Lager, Brooklyn Lager and BrewDog are making waves and 
competing with the established products like Heineken, Guinness and Fosters.

The overall picture shows that UK alcohol consumption has decreased and is currently at a 16 year 
low but beer’s share of the drinks market actually increased by 1% (to 36%). Many respondents 
to the survey commented that “lifestyles are changing” and “as alcoholic drinks consumption 
shrinks innovation will be the key to success.”

With an increasing number of products available and a savvier consumer the need for companies 
to elevate their brand is becoming more and more important to them achieving market share. 
This is something we have previously commented on – read our blog post: Is craft beer really 
changing the beer landscape?

43%  think that on-trade sales might struggle over the next 12 months 

In January, the British Beer & Pub Association (BBPA) reported that off-trade volume sales of 
beer had overtaken on-trade sales over a calendar year for the first time on record. The off-trade 
market continues to excel alongside the on-trade with “consumer habits changing” towards 
events and occasions away from pubs, clubs, bars and restaurants. 

The below graphic shows the decline in on-trade volume sales from 2012 to 2015: 

http://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2015/03/uk-consumption-down-but-beer-booms/
http://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2015/03/uk-consumption-down-but-beer-booms/
http://www.caseltonclark.co.uk/industry-insights/2015/may/21/is-craft-beer-really-changing-the-beer-landscape/?page=2
http://www.caseltonclark.co.uk/industry-insights/2015/may/21/is-craft-beer-really-changing-the-beer-landscape/?page=2


Opportunities

One of the main opportunities that emerged from our survey was the potential of expansion into 
the African market. 

44%  of respondents thought the area that would see the most growth over the  
 next 12 months was Africa 

Africa has become an increasingly attractive market for the FMCG industry, and the beer sector 
especially, due to its large populations, increasing disposable incomes and the fact it remains 
largely untapped in comparison to the saturated European and US beer markets. 

On top of this general picture, governments in some regions are actively trying to push consumers 
away from home-brewed alcohol towards branded alternatives for economic purposes. 

As an example, SABMiller saw a 4% increase in net profit in the Africa region in 2014 and are 
targeting significant growth in Africa in 2015. Diageo also has a strong portfolio in the region 
which has been of reported interest to both SABMiller and AB InBev in recent times. 

Innovators 

We gave our participants the chance to tell us which brands were the most innovative – which 
companies were performing above and beyond their competitors. 

We have featured the top 3 below. 

#3  16%  London Pride

Fuller’s London Pride rounded off the top 3, probably due to their widespread Twitter campaigns 
throughout 2014 and 2015. 

#EmptyPint was a success in 2014 and now Fuller’s are offering a free beer in their #TweetAt12 
campaign. 

#2 22%  Peroni

Miller Brands’ Peroni saw significant growth in 2014 moving into 7th place in the Grocer’s Top 10 
Lagers from their Top Products of 2014 report. 

They also saw the biggest percentage increase out of the Top 10 recording 15.1% increase. 

#1 35%   BrewDog

BrewDog were seen as the top innovators in the beer sector. This is not a major shock seeing as 
they have been one of the main instigators in the surge of popularity for craft beers.
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http://www.caseltonclark.co.uk/industry-insights/2015/march/13/sabmiller-targets-africa-for-growth/?label=FMCG&page=3
http://www.caseltonclark.co.uk/industry-insights/2015/june/22/diageo-takeover-rumours-swirl-again/
http://www.fullers.co.uk/emptypint
http://marketingland.com/beer-brands-tweetat12-campaign-offers-free-beer-tweet-noon-127760
https://www.brewdog.com/
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Our FMCG Team

Izzy Kingsley    izzy@caseltonclark.co.uk

Izzy leads our FMCG research team and works closely with our 
consultants across both drinks and food, having previously worked in a 
customer service and administration role.

Nick Priddle    nick@caseltonclark.co.uk

Nick looks after the majority of our FMCG candidates, working across 
a broad range of disciplines and levels of seniority. Nick previously 
worked at Fairmont Hotels and luxury ski holiday brand Powder White.

Mike South      mike@caseltonclark.co.uk

Mike runs our FMCG business, working closely with our clients and 
senior professionals from a wide range of disciplines. Mike was 
previously a Director at Red Bull and studied at Cranfield School of 
Management.

We do recruitment differently
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